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A METHOD FOR KNOWLEDGE INTEGRATION 

MARTIN JANŽURA 1 AND PAVEL B O Č E K 2 

With the aid of Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods we can sample even from complex 
multi-dimensional distributions which cannot be exactly calculated. Thus, an application 
to the problem of knowledge integration (e. g. in expert systems) is straightforward. 

I. I N T R O D U C T I O N 

The problem of knowledge integration is usually understood as a reconstruction 
of a joint global distribution from a collection of some marginals representing the 
knowledge base. In the case of highly dimensional distributions the computational 
aspect is crucial. A standard approach is based on assuming a suitable dependence 
structure (see Lauritzen [8] for a survey). 

In the present paper we abandon some usually accepted assumptions, namely 

(i) we do not expect consistency of the knowledge base; 

(ii) we do not assume any decomposable form of the underlying global distribution. 

Our approach consists of the following steps. 

I. The marginal distributions (the knowledge base) are expressed in the Gibbsian 
form (as defined in Subsection 2.3) and converted (aggregated) into a collection 
of global distributions (Subsection 4.2). 

II. The obtained global distributions are represented by a single global distribu
tion, given as their barycenter (Subsection 5.2), which is understood as an 
estimate of the true underlying distribution. 

III. The bary center is numerically available up to its normalizing constant, which 
is, nevertheless, sufficient for sampling with some Markov Chain Monte Carlo 
algorithm. 

IV. An empirical distribution from the sampled data is calculated as a final, nu
merically feasible estimate of the true distribution in Section 6. (Alternatively, 
we could find only the most likely configuration.) 

The approach is illustrated with a "bootstrap-like" example in Section 7. 
Martially supported by the Grant Agency of the Czech Republic under Grant No. 202/96/0731. 
2Partially supported by the Grant Agency of the Czech Republic under Grant No. 402/96/0414. 
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For the Gibbs distributions we can mention Besag [1] or Winkler [13] as basic ref
erences, and Moussouris [11] for the non-positive case. The concept of barycenter 
is adapted from Perez [12], see also Matiis [9]. For the Markov Chain Monte Carlo 
methods again Winkler [13] is a good reference, for more pratically oriented results 
see Gilks et al [5], while for this particular application see also Gelfand and Smith 
[3] or Janzura and Pfeucil [7]. 

2. MODELING 

2.1. S t a t e Space 

Let us consider a product state space Xs = V$sesXs of a discrete system. Here S is 
a finite set of indices (sites, elements), and Xs for each s G S is a finite state space. 

For every V C S we denote by Pry : Xs —* Xv = (&sevXs the corresponding 
projection function, and by Tv = {/ : Xv —* R-} the set of all functions on Xv 
with values in the extended real line R- = [—00,-foo). For the sake of brevity 
we shall write xv = ( ^ 5 ) 5 ^ instead of Piv(xs) for xs G Xs- We shall also not 
distinguish between Tv and Ty = {/ o Prv; / G Ty} C Ts-

For any finite set B we denote by \B\ its cardinality. In the present paper we 
assume the index set S to be rather large, i.e. | 5 | >> 1. Therefore the system state 
space Xs will be extremely large, at least \Xs\ > 2'sl since \XS\ > 2 for every s E S. 
Such a number of possible states disables any probability measure on Xs from a 
direct general treatment. We cannot e.g. store all the values, we cannot sum over 
the set Xs, etc. 

2.2. Markov Distributions 

Let us consider a probability distribution Ps on the product state space Xs with 
the support X+(Ps) = {xs G Xs]Ps(xs) > 0}. As it was already emphasized in 
the preceding subsection, we cannot deal with the distribution Ps directly. Thus, we 
would like to define the distribution Ps through some simple treatable quantities. 

We could make a substantial simplification assumption, namely, the local Markov 
property could be assumed, i.e. 

-P*|s\{5} (-c |x 5 \ { 5 } ) = Ps\ds(xs\xds) for xs G X+(PS) 

where ds C S \ {s} is a neighborhood of s for each s G S. The neighborhood 
system {ds}s^s obeys the symmetry property: t G ds iff s G dt. Obviously we 
have Pt\dtPs\s\{s,t} = Ps\ds Pt\s\{stt} on X+(PS). Therefore, if ds C S\ {s,t} then 
dt C S \ {s,t} and vice versa. A graph Q is induced on the set S by the system of 
neighboring pairs: (s,t) EG iff s G dt. 

In practical applications the Markov assumption is usually fully justified thanks 
to the physical experience of local interactions in the nature. Unfortunately, a 
complex system of constrains has to be satisfied in order to obtain a consistent 
collection of local characteristics {P8\as}ses • Therefore, as we shall see in the 
following subsection, the Gibbsian approach is much more convenient. 
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2.3. Gibbs Distributions 

Every probability distribution can be expressed in the Gibbsian form, i.e. 

Ps(xs) = Pi(xs) = - ^ e x p I ] T *A(xA)\ , (GD) 

where the system 3> = {$A}AZA is called a potential, the particular functions $A £ 
TA a re quoted as interactions, A C exp 5\{0}, and Zs = ^ exp {X^>ieA ^A(XA)} 

is the normalizing constant. We assume there exists some x°s G Xs with 

AG-4 

and we accept the standard conventions for calculating, i.e. e~°° = 0, logO = - c o , 
- co + c = - c o for c G R-, etc. 

For the positive distribution Ps (which is the much more easier case) the inter
actions can be obtained e. g. by the Mobius formula 

- *v(xv) = £ ( -1) | V X B | logIM^B , 0S\B) (MF) 
BCV 

for each xv G Xv and V G A, where O5 = (05)se5 G Xs is some fixed basic 
configuration ("vacuum", as it is called in the frame of statistical physics). 

Then, from the definition (MF) we can directly observe 
i) $v(xv) = 0 if x$ = 05 for some s G V. 
ii) Moreover, if Ps is a Markov distribution, we have $v = 0 if V is not a clique 

in the graph Q. 

Under the normalizing condition i) there is a one-to-one relation (given by (GD) 
and (MF)) between positive probability distributions and potentials. Due to the 
latter property ii) we may always set A = C, where C is the system of all cliques in 
Q (including one-body sets). 

Since each Ps is obviously a Markov distribution with the neighborhood system 

{«« = U^,.6A-4\W}#6g, 
the equivalence between Gibbs and Markov distributions is established. 

In the general case, i.e. without the positivity assumption, the treatment is more 
complicated (see [11]). Anyhow, we can always set 

®s(xs) = log Ps(xs) 

for xs G Xs (with $s(xs) = - ° o for xs $: X+(Ps))> and $y = 0 otherwise. 
The main advantage of the Gibbsian approach consists in an absence of any addi

tional condition on the potential to compare with the system of local characteristics. 
Thus, we may start directly with a potential 

^ = fte FA}A(:A • 
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Let us emphasize again that in most cases the normalizing constant Zs of a 
Gibbs distribution is numerically not available. The problem is inherent and cannot 
be easily avoided. Therefore the Monte Carlo methods are so important. 

3. KNOWLEDGE INTEGRATION 

3.1. Knowledge Base 

The knowledge base will be given as a collection of probability distributions 

Qj

Bj, j = l , . . . , / ( , 

each QB being defined on the product space XBJ = &)seBjXs where Bj C S is 
"reasonably small" for every j = 1,. . . , K. For the sake of simplicity we assume the 
collection of subsets B = {H;}j=i,...,i<: to create a covering of 5, i.e. Uj=i Pj — $-

The probability distributions QB., j = 1,. . . , K, are supposed to be given. Let 
us emphasize that 

i) we do not assume these base distributions to be mutually consistent, 

ii) nor do we assume them to be consistent with the "true" underlying distribution 
PS. 

Remark. The inconsistencies can be caused, as we may imagine, by various sources 
of information and various kinds of errors (e. g. we deal with empirical distributions 
extracted from different data sees). These input errors can naturally imply also 
some inaccuracies in the outcomes. Nevertheless, and this is the definite essence of 
the above assumption, the proposed method can be applied without checking the 
consistency and irrespectively of its absence. 

3.2. Problem and Solution 

A knowledge base QB., j = 1,. . . , K being given, we are interested in some estimates 

Py or Py\w of the marginal Py) V C 5, or the conditional marginal Py\w, V C 
5, W C S \ V, respectively, in case of reasonable small V C S. 

Our solution consists of four steps: 

I. Aggregation. We convert the knowledge base {Q3

B.}i-it...tK into a collection 
of distributions Q = {Q5}i=i,...,M w - th each Ql

s defined on Xs-

II. Representation. We choose a single distribution Q°s representing the collection 
Q 

III. Simulation. For small enough V c S w e simulate a sequence of configurations 

_r(1) x{n) 

xs »• • • *xs 
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sampled from Qs, r e s P - , x 

TW An) 
x 5 \ w • * • >xs\w 

sampled from Q°s\w\w('\xw) with some fixed v̂v 6 ^-V- We apply some of 
the MCMC algorithms described in Section 6. This is the crucial point of the 
method: In spite of not being able to calculate the distribution Q%, we can 
perform the sampling. 

IV. Calculation. Finally, based on these data, we calculate the empirical distribu
tion 

{Pv(yv)}yvexv

 w h e r e Pv(yv) = -J^yv-sP) 
7 1 1 

r = l 
resp. 

XV x v 1 n 

{Pv\w(yv\xw)}yvexv

 w h e r e Pv\w(yv\xw) = - X ^ 6 ( ^ ' x v )• 
n r = l 

The empirical distributions are understood as estimates of the true quantities. 

Remark. Let us recall that in spite of sampling from a multidimensional distribu
tion Q5, we actually calculate only Pv with rather small V C S which correspond 
to the variables under interest. Thus the empirical distribution Pv can converge 
fast enough. 

For V C S large, when calculating and storing all Pv(xv) resp. 
^V|W(#v|-Cvv) f° r every xv G Xv would be hardly possible, we still might be inter
ested in a highly likely configuration xv G Xv (cf. Janzura and Pfeucil [7]). 

With the aid of the simulated annealing algorithm (cf. Subsection 6.4 below) we 
can find 

resp. 

xs Є argmax Q°s(xs) 
xsЄXs 

xs\w € argmax Qs\w\w(xs\w\xw)> 
xs\w£Xs\w x ' 

The projection xv can be understood as a solution now. Such solution agrees 
with the Bayesian inference Using Gibbs Sampling (BUGS - cf. Gilks et al [5]). 

3.3. Errors 

There are several kinds of error in the proposed method. 

i) First, some error might and usually will be in the knowledge base. But the 
reliability of the input information is not a subject of the present paper. 

ii) Another error (or a loss of information) can be caused by the aggregation and 
the representation steps. Here we have to proceed carefully in order to preserve 
as much information as possible. See Sections 4 and 5. 

The above errors can be understood as the "approximation errors" and can be 
expressed as a distinction between the true distribution Ps and the representing Q j . 
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iii) In the simulation step a different type, namely the statistical error occurs. It 
can be described e.g. by the variance of the empirical distribution Pv (resp. 
Pv\w) ar1d can be decreased by a growing sample size. 

4. AGGREGATION 

4.1. Aggregation principle 

We would like to represent the knowledge base by a single distribution Q°s which 
should be an approximation of the underlying distribution Fs. Unfortunately, we 
cannot deal directly with the distributions QB since any iterative calculation (cf. 
e.g. Matiis [9]) is unfeasible again due to the dimensionality. Therefore, we convert 
at first the knowledge base into a collection of distributions on Ks, i.e. 

{QJ
Bj};-V...,K —> {Q2sK_i,.,M = Q 

Since we shall usually deal with rather small sets Bj we believe to obtain M much 
smaller than K and therefore we call this step as the knowledge aggregation. 

There is no unique way of such a procedure. We should insist on a preservation 
of the information, i.e. on some kind of correspondence between the knowledge base 
and the collection Q. 

Thus, we introduce the aggregation principle (AP): 

With a minimal M, every Q2

B. should be the corresponding marginal of some 
Q ^ i . e . 

QB3 ~ QBJ 

for some i G {1, . . . , M}. Or, in other words, every QJ

B should find its exten
sion Ql

s in Q. 

Let us consider the following procedure. By S = {a : {1, . . . , K} —• {0~(1),..., <r(K)}} 
we denote the set of all permutations. For a E S we set 

м 
- TT ñ<з) 

• = 1 -'(І)1 *(І) 
<и = ПҖЙ 

where 
j - l ; - l 

Ku) = B»u) \ U B«t)> Ku) = B*u)n U B«D 
t = l Izzl 

and M° is naturally given by |Jj_i Ba(j) = $-
Let us emphasize that the probability distributions Qs can be expressed in the 

Gibbsian form (see Subsection 2.3). We may set A = {Bau)\ Km ^ ®} a n c ^ 

B<rU)\ ^ 0 ) / &^B,{j)\B,U) B*U) *U) 
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for Ba(j) e A. (Thanks to the properties of conditional distributions the definition 
is correct.) 

For a collection of permutations al
}.. .,aM we obtain a collection of distribu

tions {QJ
S = Qs }j-it...}M- If -9<7(i),. • •, -5<j(L) a**e pair-wise disjoint then Qs is an 

extension of every QB ] for £ = 1,..., L. 

4.2. A method of aggregation 

Based on the above observation we can propose a the following procedure: 

i) Find a minimal covering of the system B) namely B = [Jj=1B
3 where each 

B3 = {Bjx,..., Bjm.} C B consists of pairwise disjoint sets. 

For an algorithm see Subsection 4.3 below. 

ii) For j = 1 , . . . , M set 

cr-7 (£) =- jt for £ = 1 , . . . , rrij 

ai(£) e {l}...,M}\{aj(k)]k= I , . . . , - ! - 1} arbitrary for £ = rrij + 1 , . . . , M. 

The proposed method gives a rigid solution of (AP) in the "most pessimistic case, 
i.e. if there is not a single pair QB , Ql

B , i ^ j , of consistent distributions in the 
knowledge base. 

In case of consistency, we could obviously obtain a solution with smaller M. But 
there are still good reasons for keeping this approach. First, we must have in mind 
the possibility of the pessimistic case. Further, with our approach we do not need to 
check the consistency which might be complicated and time-consuming. Finally, the 
pair-wise consistency does not in general yield the joint consistency. Thus, the graph 
approach in the following subsection could not be applied. (If we construct edges 
between pair of consistent distributions, then cliques would not represent jointly 
consistent sets of distributions.) On the other hand, there is always a possibility 
in frame of pre-processing to join some knowledge base distributions defined on 
overlapping sets (although this approach may not yield an improvement). 

4.3. An algorithm for minimal covering 

Let us construct a graph G on the set yVt = { 1 , . . . , M} by the following principle 

(k,£)eG iff . 9 * 0 ^ = 0. 

Then the solution of i) in the preceding subsection will be given by minimal covering 
of M by a system of cliques in the graph G. Since every clique can be extended 
to a maximal clique, and, on the other hand, maximal cliques can be restricted to 
their sub-cliques with preserving the covering requirement, we can deal only with 
the maximal cliques. Thus, let us denote by ifr the system of all maximal cliques in 
G. For finding t/> we can introduce a simple algorithm: 

Step 1 Set $ = 0 

Step 2 For ( M ) E G do 
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2.1 Set P = {kj} 
2.2 For v e M \ P do: if (v,p) e G for every p e P then P := P U {>} 

Step 3 If P g ^ then ^ := ^ U {P}. 
Now, with ^ = {Pi, . . . , P m } let <j> C rj) be the minimal covering. We denote 

Z{ = Ip.^^, a>itk = ^ P , f° r e v e r y i == 1,. . . , m and i = l , . . . , M . 

Then the problem can be rewritten in the following way 
m m 

min Y j î w i t h Y^ Z{ a.^ > 0 for every k = 1,. . . , M. 
t = i i = i 

But this is the "transportation problem" in linear programming, and it can be solved 
by linear programming methods (see e.g. [6], Chapter 9). 

5. REPRESENTATION 

5.1. Barycenter 

Let us consider a finite collection of probability distributions 

Q = {Ql.-,Qs

1} 

on the space Xs- For some technical reasons we assume n?=i S UPP Q3s 7̂  0-
We would like to represent the collection by a single distribution. Naturally, the 

representing distribution should be found somewhere in the "centre of gravity". For 
this purpose the concept of barycenter seems appropriate. Following e. g. Perez [12], 

by the barycenter of the collection Q we understand a probability distribution Rs 

satisfying 

. max B(R?|Q_) = min . max H(Rs\Qj

s) 
j = l,...,M RsGrs 7 = 1,...,M 

where Vs denotes the set of all probability distributions on Xs, and H(|) is the rel
ative entropy (/-divergence, Kullback-Leibler number) defined for a pair of discrete 
distributions P, Q by 

H{P\Q) = _ Г Ьg - i - 2 P(x) > 0 if P « Q 
P(x) 

and 
H(P|Q) = +oo otherwise. 

(Thus for Hj-zi S U PP Q5 = 0 we would have H(Rs\Q3

s) = 00 for some j = 1,. . . , M 
and every Rs eVs-) 

In addition, let us denote by T = {7 = ( 7 1 , . . . , 7 M ) G -RM i_\2j=i 7j = 1 a n C t 

7* > 0 for every i = 1,. . . , M} the set of probability vectors on {1, . . . , M}, and 

rM 

ŕ s " c( T ) 
Q l = 1 A , = V , a / Є P 5 

where c(7) = ]CrS€A\s n j= i (Qs ( x 5) ) 7 i *s ^he appropriate normalizing constant. 

(Here for H ; - ! s u PPQs = 0 we would have c(j) = 0.) 
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Lemma 1. For 7 G T it holds 

M M 

I > H(Ql\Qj
s) < J2lj H(Rs\Qj

s) 
i= i i=1 

for every Rs EVs-

Proo f . We observe ]C/=i 7; ^(QSIQs) = ~~-°gc(7)> a n c l , simultaneously, 

M 

0 < H(RS\QI) = J2lJ H(Rs\Qj
s) + logc(T) 

i=1 

which proves the statement. • 

Proposi t ion 1. Let c(7°) < c(7) for every 7 G T. Then 

QS° = R? 
is the barycenter. 

P roo f . We can follow Theorem 4.4.1 in Gallager [2] (see also Perez [12]) to 
obtain 

H{QS° \Qs) = ~ ^ g C(T°) whenever 7 ? > 0, 
and o 

# ( Q s I Q s ) < - l o g c ( 7 0 ) forT? = 0. 

Then, with the aid of Lemma 1, we finally have 

M M 

max MRsWs) > X > ° H{Rs\Qs) > $ > ? H{Qs°\Qj
s) 3=1''M f^i £i 

= - l o g c ( 7 ° ) = max H{Q^\QS) 
j = l,...,M 

for arbitrary Rs €Vs- a 

5.2. Modified pract ica l solution 

Thus, in order to find the barycenter of the collection Q, it would be necessary 
to find 7° G argmin 7 € r c(7) , which is again hardly possible. Therefore, it seems 
natural to choose 70 G T fixed and to minimize 

M 

Yl] H(Rs\Qj
s) 

i = i 

instead of maxy-^. . .^ H(Rs\QJ
s)> Then, directly by Lemma 1, we have 

M 
Qs°e "g§&? T,tiH(Rs\Qs) 

j=l 

as a solution. 
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Remark. Now, we may choose and interpret the coefficients {7^};=I,...,M as the 
weights describing "reliability" or "importance" assessed to the particular distribu
tions Q3

S, j = 1,. . . , M . In this sense such substitute solution may even better 
correspond to the idea of "centre of gravity". 

Let us recall that if 7? > 0 for every j = l , . . . , M w e obtain Q j (xs) = 0 when
ever QBXXBJ) = 0 f° r some j £ {1, . . . , M}. It means that if some configuration is 
forbidden by the knowledge base, it remains forbidden. 

Moreover, let Q3

S, j = 1, . . . , M, be Gibbs distributions, i.e. Q3

S = PfJ for j = 
0 

1,. . . , M. Then Q7

S is also a Gibbs distribution, namely 

eft _ p*-«j=i '* 
^s ~~ rS ' 

which also proves the convenience of such "geometric mean" approach in the present 
case. Obviously, Q5 is known up to the normalizing constant c(j°) which is nu
merically unfeasible. Nevertheless, the simulation is possible as we shall see in the 
following section. 

6. SIMULATION 

6.1. Markov Chain Monte Carlo 

For the sake of brevity we introduce the Hamiltonian Us : Xs —• R given by 

U$(xs) = Y, *AM 
AGA 

for every xs G Xs and some fixed potential $. Then the Gibbs distribution can be 
defined as 

Pi(xs) = ^exp{Ui(xs)}. 

For the sake of simplicity let us for now assume Us > —00, i.e. Ps > 0. It is obvious 
that, still due to the number \Xs\ of all possible configurations, direct sampling is not 
feasible. We need approach that strictly avoids using terms and quantities involving 
the normalizing constants. Therefore, an iterative method based on constructing 
an appropriate Markov chain has been proposed. For sampling from the Gibbs 
distribution Ps we need a homogeneous Markov chain with transition probability 
matrix Q in order to satisfy vQn

 n-zz£o Ps for any initial distribution v. For the limit 
case P£°' = l im^oo ?s > which is crucial for solving the optimization problems, 
we have to construct a non-homogeneous chain with vQ\...Qn n"zr£, -F50' . In 
general, for this kind of methods the term stochastic relaxation is used, while the 
non-homogeneous case is known as simulated annealing. 
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6.2. Gibbs Sampler 

For any V C S, let us set a probability kernel Uv ' Xs ® Xs —• R by 

Rv(xS',yS) = Pv\S\v(yv\xS\v) -6(yS\v = xS\v)-

We can easily verify that PsHv = Ps,
 le- the Gibbs distribution Ps is invariant 

under the kernel n ^ . Let us emphasize that, under the action of n ^ , the configura
tion can be changed only inside the region V. Thus, in order to obtain an irreducible 
Markov chain, we need a composite kernel Q = n ^ • • • Hvk, where S = (Jt=i »̂ w ^ 
small enough V5, i = 1, • • •, fc. Usually, the elementary one-body sets are considered, 
namely o - n -n 

V — 11*! LL*\S\ 

where s\}..., s\s\ is some enumeration (visiting scheme) of the set S. Since now the 
Markov chain with the transition probability matrix Q is ergodic, we have Ps = 
limn_oo vQn for any initial distribution v. 

Thus, we start from some initial configuration x^. In the Hh step, the configura

tion is updated at the site sr^], where [k] = k mod |S|, by sampling xS[k] from the con

ditional distribution P f*-|5\{,w} (• I4\{ ,w})> i e - 4 " ' ~ (*s\{.w}> **w) = x * ' 

After A: = n\S\ steps we have a sample from 6xo Qn. For large n we believe to have 

a sample from Ps. 
Let us briefly note that some modifications, including a random visiting scheme, 

yield the same result. The algorithm was introduced by D. Gem an and S. Geman 
[4] and was called the Gibbs sampler. 

6.3. Metropolis Algorithm 

Following an alternative idea introduced in Metropolis et al [10], we may directly 
set / Pf(ys)\ 

Q(xS]ys) = R(xS)ys)min I I , p%
K 'J for ys £ xs 

and Q(xS]xs) = 1 — Ylzs^x<^ Q(xs',zs), where iZ(-, •) is a symmetric stochastic ma
trix. We can again verify that Ps is invariant under Q which is irreducible whenever 
R is irreducible. Then again limn_>.00 vQn = Ps with any initial distribution v. 

The Hh step of the Metropolis algorithm consists of two parts: 
(I) Anew configuration xs is proposed by sampling from the distribution R(xk

s"
1
J •). 

(II) The proposed configuration is accepted for xs at random with the probability 
equal to exp {min[0, U$(xk) - uf(xk

s)]}. 
A standard choice is R(xs,ys) = | 5 [ ( . ^ i x< if xs ^ ys and xt = yt for every 
t G S\ {s}} and R(xSiys) = 0 otherwise, i.e. we first choose uniformly at random 
a site s E S and then again uniformly a state xk -̂ xk~l. It is obvious that for 
large \XS \ the Metropolis algorithm can be much faster to compare with the Gibbs 
sampler since it is not necessary to calculate all the local characteristics Pf\s\is\. 

Further generalization, namely the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, is also possi
ble. Here we set Q(xs\ys) = R(xs,ys) M(xs,ys) for ys ^ xs, where the matrix M 
is chosen e.g. in order to preserve the detail balance equation Q(yS]xs) Ps(ys) = 
Q(xS]yS)Ps(xS) for all xS) yS 6 Xs, which again yields the invariance. 
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6.4. Simulated Annealing 

Let us consider the probability distribution P | ° ' = lim^—oo Pf*, i.e. 

??'*(**) = yfa • 6(xs € M*) where 

M * = {xs E Xs;Ui(xs) = max Uf(ys)}. 
ystXs 

Since the parameter (3 has a standard physical interpretation as the inverse tem
perature, P£°' is sometimes quoted as zero temperature distribution, or ground 
state. 

Obviously, xs is a sample from P£°' if and only if xs G M $ . Therefore, the 
optimization problem max Uf, which is hardly solvable by any deterministic method, 
still can be solved by sampling from the distribution P£°' . 

Since the support M $ of P£°' is not known (otherwise there would be no prob
lem) we cannot construct the respective kernel directly. Thus, we have to find a 
sequence {Qn}n

<=\ so that P£°' = \imn^OQvQ\ • • Qn. Due to the definition of 
P | ° ' , we shall define Qn in order to satisfy P^' Qn = P^n' , namely 

Qn = n«»>...n?w 
where, following the Gibbs sampler approach, 

ng-Wy*) = Efjs({* ,}(s/,.l*s\{,.}) • %s\{„} = *s\{..}) 
for every i = 1 , . . . , \S\ (see Section 6.2). 

The inverse temperature /3(n) is assumed to be fixed during the nth sweep, and 
the sequence {^(n)}™^ with limn—oo/?(rc) -= +oo is called a cooling schedule. The 
choice of a proper cooling schedule is the crucial problem of the method. Let us 
introduce a standard theoretical result. It is known (cf. e.g. Theorem 5.2.1 in 
Winkler [13]) that for /?(n) < [ I S ^ A " 1 ] logn where 

A = m<uc {sup \Uf(xs) - Uf(ys)l xs\{s} = Vs\{s}} 

is the maximal local fluctuation of Uf, we have linin—oo fiQi,..., Qn = P£°' uni
formly for all initial distributions /i. 

Similar result can be also obtained for the Metropolis algorithm. The practical 
application of the simulated annealing method, as it is described above theoretically, 
is an art of its own. There are a number of problems connected to its implementation. 

6.5. A generalization to non-posit ive and conditional distributions 

Now, let us suppose X+(P$) ^ Xs, i.e. Pf is not everywhere positive. A quick 
introspection of the above methods shows that with the same formal definitions in 
both Gibbs and Metropolis algorithms, the transition probability matrix Q acts on 
the set X+(P$) only. Namely, we can observe 

Q(xs\ ys) = 0 for xs € X+(P$) and ys £ X+(P$). 

Therefore, with an initial distribution v concentrated to X+(P£)} we obtain a 
Markov chain with the state space X+(P$) and Pf as the stationary distribution, 
and all the above results remain valid. 
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Further, let us suppose Pw(xw) > 0 for some xw £ Xw and <J> = {$A G 
TA}AZA- Then the conditional distribution 

^5\vy|W('I^W) 

is a Gibbs distribution on the state space Xs\w w-th the potential $Xw = {Q3^ G 
TE}EZS where £ = {A n (5 \ W)\ A G A] and 

^ | V V ( ^ ) = X^ M*E,^WnA). 
AG-4:An(S\W)=E 

Thus, all the above results on the simulation hold for the conditional distributions 
in the same way. 

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

7.1. Bootstrapping 

Suppose we have a sequence of data 

x (1 ) x(N) 

and we are interested in an estimate Ps of the underlying distribution Ps- And, 
unfortunately, the sample size N is so small that the empirical distribution would 
be completely unreliable. 

Then we can calculate some small (e.g. only two-body) empirical marginal-
s
 PBJI j = 1}...}K, and understand them as the knowledge base in the above 
described method. Then we can produce a much larger sample with the aid of 

MCMC and calculate the empirical distribution Ps from these re-sampled data. If 
the system {Bj}j=\tmm K corresponds well to the true dependence structure and the 
approximation Q j in Section 5.2 (with Q3

B. = PBJ for j = 1,...,A") fits well to 
the underlying distribution Ps, we can obtain a more reliable estimate. In this case 
we in fact follow the statistical principle of bootstrapping combined with a partial 
assumption on the probability model. On the other hand, e.g. the assumption on 
pair-wise interactions is not too much limiting. 

7.2. Example 

We applied the above described "bootstrapping" principle for checking the proposed 
method. We used a real data set x%\..., x ^ with N = 103, \S\ = 35, and 
2 < \XS\ < 9 for s £ 5. Without any deeper study of the dependence structure 
the knowledge base was formally given by the system of all pair-wise empirical 
distributions 

Q{s,t}\ s,teS, s^t, 

i.e. B = {Bj}^x = {{s,t}}Sitest3?t' Here we do not need to apply the algorithm 
in Subsection 4.3 to observe that there are approximately 34 partitions of 5 by the 
sets from B (in fact it is a bit more complicated due to the odd number | 5 | = 35). 
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For the sake of simplicity we can choose uniform 7 0 , i.e. 7° = 
obtain 

= 734 = Ï '
 t o 

1 
s - \ I I ^ W ) 

s,teS;s?tt 
c(7°) Qs'=\ I I Qi:t 

as the representing distribution. 
We used the Gibbs sampler for simulating a sequence 

XS ' • • * ' x s 

with n = 1 500 (for larger sample size the results remain unchanged). 
Since the true underlying distribution Ps is unknown, we can compare the sim

ulated results only with quantities obtained from the original data. And only a 
small-dimensional empirical marginals QB can be understood as good approxima
tions of the true marginals PB> 

Therefore, a testing subset B C S was chosen randomly with either \B\ — 3 or 
\B\ = 4, and the test statistics 

H(PB\QB) 

was calculated (see Subsection 5.1 for the definition of H (-]•)) where QB and PB 
are the empirical distributions calculated from the original and the simulated data, 
respectively. 

The experiment was repeated 100 times for both \B\ = 3 and \B\ = 4. The results 
are contained in the following table. Let us remark that applying any statistical 
hypotheses testing method would not be useful because of the approximation error 
which cannot be excluded and which would cause rejecting the null hypothesis in 
many cases. 

Table 1. 

Я(-|.) <0.05 0.05-0.1 0.1-0.15 0.15-0.2 > 0 . 2 
% for \B\ = 3 65 16 5 9 5 
% foг | ß | = 4 46 25 13 6 10 

Thus the results are more-or-less for illustration but they do not seem to be 
completely unsatisfactory. It is obvious that by a more sophisticated choice of the 
knowledge base we could improve the results by decreasing the approximation error. 
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